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ON GENERATORS AND NONLINEAR SEMIGROUPS
IN BANACH SPACES*

KI SIK HA AND JONG SOO JUNG

1. Introduction

Let E be a real Banach space and let C be a subset of E. Let S (t)
C-7C be a continuous semigroup of type w, which we denote by SE
Q",(C). The following is the well-known problem: Does there exist
an operator A which generates S via the exponential formula:

S(t)x=lim(I+..!...A) -nx
n

for every xEC? For the Hilbert space Hand SEQo(H), the problem
was completely solved positively by Komura [9,10J. In case that C is
a closed convex subset of Hand SEQo(C), the proof was simplified
by Kato [9J. We also find the proof in [3J. On the other hand, in
[5J, Crandall and Liggett proved that if C is a closed convex subset
of a finite dimensional Banach space and SEQo (C), then there exists an
operator A which generates S via an exponential formula. Baillon [lJ
established an existence theorem of an operator A, which was conjec
tured by Komura, under the assumption that C is a closed convex
subset of a uniformly smooth Banach space and SEQw (C). In particu
1ar' Reich [14J showed that if C is a closed convex subset of a reflexive
Banach space with a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm and SE
Qo(C) , then there is a unique operator A which generates S via the
exponential formula.

In this paper, we prove the existence of an operator A under assu
mption that C is a closed convex subset of a Banach space with a
uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm and SEQw(C). The idea of our
proof is essentially due to the work [lJ of Baillon. However our proof
is of interest in view of use of Banach limit.
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2. Preliminaries

Let E be a real Banach space with norm 11·11 and let E* be its dual.
Let U= {xEE : IIxll=l} be its unit sphere. The norm of E is said to
be Gateaux differentiable (and E is said to be smooth) if

lim(lIx+tyll-lIxIDlt (2.1)
t_O

exists for each x, yE U. It is said to be Frechet differentiable if for
each xE U, this limit is attained uniformly for yE U. The norm is
said to be uniformly Gateaux differentiable if for each yE U, the limit
(2.1) exists uniformly for xE U. The space E is said to have a
uniformly Frechet differentiable norm (and E is said to be uniformly
smooth) if the limit is attained uniformly for (x, y) E UX U. Every
Banach space with a uniformly convex dual has a uniformly Gateaux
differentiable norm, but there are reflexive Banach spaces with a uni
formly Gateaux differentiable norm that are not even isomorphic to a
uniformly smooth space (cf. [12, p.149]).

Recall that the duality map J from E into the family of nonempty
(by the Hahn-Banach theorem) weak-star compact subsets of E* is
defined by

J(x) = {x*EE* : (x,x*)=lIxIl 2=lIx*1I2}

for each xEE. If q;(x) = ~lIx1l2, J coincides with the subdifferential

oq; of q;:
J(x) = {x*EE* : (z,x*)::;; ~ Ilx+zIl2 - ~ IIxll 2 for every zEE}

(cf. [2J). It is well-known that if E is smooth, then J is single
valued. It is also known that if E has a uniformly Gateaux differentiable
norm, J is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of E from the
strong topology of E to the weak-star topology of E* (cf. [6,7J).

Let S be a directed set, and let LIM be a Banach generalized limit.
Then, if {xa : a E S} is a bounded subset of E, we can define the real
valued continuous convex and ooercive function ifJ on E by

ifJ(z) =LIMlIxa -z!l2.
By the methods of [13J, we obtain the following.

LEMMA 2. 1. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a real Banach
space E with a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm, and let S be a
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directed set, let {xa : aES} be a bounded set of E, and let LIM be a
Banach generalized limit. Let uEC. Then ifJ attains its minimum over C
at u if and only if

LIM(z-u, J(xa-u»::=;;O
for all zEC, where J is the duality map of E.

(2.2)

Proof. For zEC and tE (0, 1), we have
IIxa-ullz2: IIxa-u-t(z-u) II z+2t(z-u, J(xa-u-t(z-u) ».

Let 8>0 be given. Since the norm of E is uniformly Gateaux differe
ntiable, the duality map J is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets
of E from the strong topology of E to the weak-star topology of E*.
Therefore,

I (z-u, J(xa-u-t(z-u» -J(xa-u» 1<8
if t is close enough to 0. Consequenty, we have

(z-u, J(xa-u) )<c+ (z-u, J(xa-u-t(z-u»)
1::=;; 8+27 {llxa-uW-llxa-u-t (Z-U) II Z}

and hence

LIM(z-u, J(xa-u» ::=;;c+ it {LIMllxa -uI12-LIMllxa -u-t(z-u) 112} <c.

Therefore we have LIM(z-u, J(xa-u» ::=;;0. Conversely, suppose
(2. 2) holds. Let z, u E C. Then, since

IIxa-zll z-llxa-ull z2:2(u-z, J(xa-u»
for all ex E S, we have

ifJ(u) =LIMllxa -uI1 2 =min {LIMllxa-zI1 2}
zEC

and completes the proof.

If A is a subset of EXE and XEC, we let Ax= {yEE : [x, yJ EA},
D(A) = {xEE : Ax::f:l]S} , and R(A) = U {Ax: xED(A)}. Its inverse
is defined by A-ly= {xEE : yEAx}. A is called accretive if for all
xjED(A), yjEAx, i=1,2 and r>O, II xl-x211::=;; II x I-X2+ r (Yl-YZ) 11.
A is accretive if and only if for each xjED(A) and YiEAxj, i=l, 2,
there exists jEJ(XI-XZ) such that (Yl-Y2,j) 2:0. Let I denote the
identity operator. If A is accretive, we can define, for r>0, the
resolvent of A, J r : R(I+rA)~D(A) by J r = (I+rA)-I.

A continuous semigroup of type W (wER) on a subset CcE is a
function S (t) : C~C satisfying the following conditions:
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S(tl+t2)X=S(tl)S(t2)x for tb t2~0 and XEC,
lIS(t)x~S(t)Yll~e"'tllx-yll for t~O and ::t, yEC,
lim Set) =S(O)x=x for xEC.
,"0

We denote by SEQw(C). If m=O, Set) is said to be a continuous
semigroup of nonlinear contractions; The strong (negative) generator
A o of Set) on C is defined by

Aox=lim(x-S(t)x)lt for xED(Ao),
tlO

where D(Ao) = {xEC: lim(x-S(t)x) It exists}.
qo

Let B be a subset of E. Then we denote by cl (B) the closure of B
and co (B) its closed convex hull.
We conclude this section with the following well-known results.

THEOREM 2. 1 [5J. Let A be an operator in a real Banach space E.
Let mER such that (A+mI) is accretive. If R(I+),A) ::)cl(D(A» for
small enough ),>0, then

(
t. )-n

S(t)x=~~r;; I+-;-A x

exists for all xEcl(D(A» and t>O. Moreover,

THEOREM 2.2 [4,5, 12J. In addition to the conditions of Theorem
2. 1, suppose that

(a) R(I+),A) ::)~(D(A» for all small enough ),>0,
(b) A is a cloesd subset of EXE. .

Then for all xED(A) and TE[O, co), the following are equivalent:
(i) u(t) is a strong solution of

duet) +Au(t) =0 . [0 T)dt = a. e. tE , ,

u(O) =:t.

(ii) u(t) =1}~(I+ ~Arnx tE [0, T),

and u(t) is strongly differentiable a. e. on [0, T).

3. Resolvent consistency
. .

In .this Section, we prove the following result.
THEOREl\.f 3.1.. Let E be a Banach space with a uniformly Gateaux

differentiable norm. Let C be a closed.convexsubsetiJf Eand SEQ~(C).
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If S(t)x is uniformly continuous on bounded (t, x) sets, then for each

xEC and A>O such that AW<l,

lim(I+~(I-S(t»)-IX
t jot

exists.

Proof. We first note that (I+(A!t) (I-S(t»)-lx does exist for all
xEC and positive A and t. To see this, let xEC and define T: C~
C by

Ty=_t_x+_A_S (t) Y
t+A t+A

for all yEC. Then T is a strict contraction for t>O if w:s;;o and tE

(0, (1 - AW) !WJ if W>O. Therefore, for small enough A and t, T has
a unique fixed point htX=(I+(A!t) (I-S(t»)-IX. ForafixedA,J,l.tX
will be denoted by Yt.

For t>O, we define
aCt, x) =sup{IIS(,,)x-xll : O:S;;,,::::::t}.

We note that since Set) is continuous, lim aCt, x) =0.
tjO

Our next step is to prove that {Yt} remains bounded as t 10. Since
S(t)Yt=(I+t!A)Yt-(t!A)X, we have for kEN

e"'tllyt-S(kt)xll ~ IIS(t)Yt-S( (k+ 1) t)xll

=11(1+~ )Yt-S ((k+1)t)x- ~ xii

~(1+ ~)\IYt-S((k+1)t)XI\- ~ IIS((k+1)t)x-xl\

= IIYt-S( (k+ l)t)xll ++[IIYt-S( (k+ l)t)xll

-liS ((k+ 1) t) x-xlIJ.
Summing from k=O to n-l, we obtain

IIYt-xll ~e-nwtIIYt-S(nt)xll
t n

+Tt:je-k",tCIIYt-S(kt)xll-IIS(kt)x-xllJ.

If w=O, we have

IIYt-xll ~ IIYt-xll-IIS (nt)x-xll
t n

+-X-t:jCIIYt-xll-21IS(kt)x-xIlJ
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:2: IIYt-xll-a(nt, x)+~ IIYt- x !l- 2;t a(nt, x).

Thus IIYt-xlI~(2+~))a(nt,x).

Fix a positive T, define an integer n=nt and at by T=nt+at,
O~at<t. Then we have

lim supllYt-x!l ~ (2+ TA )a(T, x). (3.1)
no

If w*O, we have by the same method,
!IYt-xll 2e-n"'t (!IYt-xl/-IIS (nt) x-xiI)

t n
+-yt;:r-kCllt[!IYt-xl/-2I!S (kt) x-xii]

:2: I/Yt-xl! [e-n"'t+.!.±e-kCllt]
A k=l

-a(nt, x) [e-....t+~±e-kCllt],
" A k=l

so that

I!Yt- x ll ~ [(e-nCllt+~±e-kCllt) / (e-n",t+.!.±e-kCllt-l)]a(nt, x)
A k=l Ak=l

Thus we obtain· for Aw<l,

1· 1 I1 [ Awe-o>T ] aCT, x)lm sup Yt- X ::;;- 2+ 1 o>T 1 A •
qo -e - w

Therefore {Yt} is bounded as t l O.
Let zEC. For small enough t>O, we have

e2C1lt!lYt-S(kt)zIl2:2: liS (t) Yt-S( (k+ 1)t)zIl2

?:.!IYt-S«k+l)t)z+~ (Yt-X)!I2

:2: IIYt-S«k+1) t)zll2

+ ~ (Yt-X, J(Yt-S«k+l)t)z)).

Summing we have

IIYt- z 1l 2

:2:e-2nClltIlYt~S(nt)zIl2+ ~ lde-2k0t(Yt-X, J(Yt-S(kt)z)).

We also note that for z E C,
(Yt-X, J(Yt-z)) - (Yt-X, J(Yt-S(kt)z))
=IIYt-zIl2+ (z-x, J(Yt-z)) -IIYt-S(kt)zIl2
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- (S(kt)z-x, J( Yt-S(kt)z))

~ IIS(kt)z-zll {IIYt-zll+IIYt-S(kt)zll}
+ (z-x, J(Yt-z) -J(Yt -S(kt)z))

- (S(kt)z-z, J(Yt-S(kt)z)).

Thus given e>0,
I (Yt- X , J(Yt- z )) - (Yt- X , J(Yt-S(kt)z)) I

~a(T, z)M1+ I (z-x, J(Yt-z) -J(Yt-S(kt)z)) I
+a(T,z)M2<c: if T is small enough. (3.4)

Let {Ytm} be a subsequence of {Yt} with tm t 0. Then, since {Yt m}

is bounded, for a Banach generalized limit LIM through N = {I, 2, ...} ;
i. e., a Banach limit, we can define a real valued function ifJ on C by
ifJ(z) =LIMIIYtm -z112 for each zEC.

We will now show that if t m t 0, then there is a subsequence of
{Ytm} that is strongly convergent.

To this end, denote Yt m by Ym' Let L denote inf {ifJ(z) : zEC} and
consider a sequence {Uj} cC such that lim ifJ(Uj) =L and ifJ(uJ ~ifJ(tUj

i ......oo

+(I-t)x) for all O~t~ 1 and all j. Then, by Lemma 2.1, we have

LIM(x-uj, J(Ym-Uj)) ~o (3.5)
for all j. Since ifJ(z)-)oo as Ilzll-)oo, the sequence {Uj} is bounded.
Thus, using (3.3) and (3.4) with Z=Uj for all j, for given e>O,
we can find a T>O such that for ill;;::: 0,

2(T-am) ( ( ))A Ym- X , J Ym-Uj

~e2wTIIYm-Ujll2-IIYm-S(tmnm)UjI12+2[ e

where nm is an integer s'..lch that T=nmtm+am and O~am<tm' Hence
we have

2T
-A-LIM(Ym-x, J(Ym-Uj))

2T
~e2wTnep)j)-ifJ(S(T)uj) +-A-e
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for all j. Since t/>(Uj) S;;L+ 2[ e for all j'2.no(e), we obtain

LIM (Ym-x, J(Ym-Uj))

S;; (e2Ol~;:.l)AL+(e2"'T+l)e (3.6)

for all j'2.no(e). Combining (3.5) and (3.6) and letting T J 0, we
have LS;;t/>(uj) S;;AwL for all j'2.no(e) and hence L=O. Thus {uil is a
Cauchy sequence and hence ,p(u) =0 for some uEC. For w<O, by
setting w= -w' with w'>O, we have the same result. Thus there is
a subsequence {Ymk} of {Ym} such that mk J0 and {Ymk} is strongly
convergent to u.

Now suppose that strong Hm Ytm=u and strong Hm Ytm'=V. We
t.! 0 t.'! 0

complete the proof of the theorem by showing that u=v.

To this end, let e>O be given and define integer {nm} by O<T=

nmtm+am, where OS;;am<tm. For lS;;kS;;nm, we have
(Ytm-x, J(Ytm-S(ktm) Ytm')) - (u-x, J(u-v))

= (Yt..-u, J(Ytm-S(ktm)Ytm'») +(u-x, J(Ytm-S(ktm)Ytm'»)

- (u-x, J(u-v)),

and
IIS(ktm)Ytm -vII S;; IIS(ktm)Ytm -S(ktm)vll+IIS(ktm)v-vll

S;;ekOltmllYtm, -vll+a(T, v).

Consequently,

I (Ytm-x,J(Ytm-S(ktm)Ytm'») - (u-x, J(u-v)) I<e

if tm' tm" and T are small enough. It follows that for w '2. 0,

2(T~am) (u-x, J(u-v))

2nmtm -L ~(u-x,J(u-v))
A nm k=1

S;;,?OlT 2n'lm -L !:e-20ltm(Ytm-x, J(Ytm-S(ktm)Ytm')) + 2nn;tm e
nm k=1 A

2T
S;;'?OlTlIYt..-Ytm' 1I2-IIYtm-S(nmtm)Ytm' 11

2+-A-
e,

and

2[ (u-x, J(u-v))
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2T
~e2wTllu-Ytm' 11

2+llu-S(T)Ytm, W+-A-e.

This last inequality holds all small enough T and t m,. Choosing T=
t m" we obtain

2T-A-(u-x, J(u-v))

~e2wTllll-YTI12-\lu-YT-r(YT-x)112+ 2[ e

? 2T 2T
~e2wTllu-YTW-Ilu- YTII-+-A-(YT-X, J(U-YT) +-A-e

so that
{(u-X, J(u-v» - (YT-X, J(u- YT»)}

~ (e2w~;:'l)A Ilu- YTI1 2 +e.

Letting T l 0, we obtain Ilu-vl12 (l-Aw) ~o, and hence lIu-vI12~0.

For w<O, we have same result. Thus u=v and the strong lim Yt
'10

exists. This completes the proof.

Notation. We write J.lx=lim(I+2(I-S(t)))-lx=lim htx for
tjO t tjO

A>O such that Aw<1.

4. Generators of Semigronps

Recall that a Banach space E possesses the Radon-Nikodym property
if and only if every function g: [0, l]~E of bounded variation is
differentiable almost everywhere (cf. [8J).

The following theorems are partially extensions of [13, Theorem
3.1J and [14, Theorem 3]. We include proofs for completeness.

THEOREM 4.1. Let E be a Banach space with a uniformly Gateaux
differentiable norm. Let C be a closed convex subset of E and SEQ",(C).
If S(t)x is uniformly continuous on bounded (t, x) sets and E has the
Radon-Nikodym property, then the strong generators Ao of Set) has a
dense domain in C.

Proof. For positive T, let T=ntt+at where nt IS an integer and
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O$at<t. For l$k$nt, we have
118(kt)J;'.tX -J;..tx ll

$eCk-V",tI!S (t)J;'.tX-J;'.txl! +118 ({k-1)t)J;..tx ----:-J;..t.t,JI
teCk-V'",t" . ". . '

= A IIJ;..tx - x ll+1I8((k-1)t)J;..tX-J;..tx l!.

Summing, we have
tn 1 ",

1l8(T-at)J;.. tX- J;.' txll $-f ~ t;:/",tIlJ;..tx-xl!,
so that '

1!8(T}J.;X-J;.,xIl$ r(}J:e""'da)IIJ;.x-.:rtl e'"~:lI1J;,x-xl!.

This means that 8(t)J;.x is Lipschitzian, and hence differentiable almost
everywhere. From inequality (3.1), (3.2), Hm J;.x=x. Thus given x

HO

EC and e>O, we first find A such that O<A and Aw<l with IIJ;.x-xll

< ~, ,and then a 'small enough to such that 8 (t) J;.x is differentiable
. .

at to and 1l8(to)J;.x:'-J;.xll< ~. We obtain 1l8(to)J;.x-xll<e and 8(to)J;.x

ED(Ao). Since x is arbitrary, cl (D(Ao» ...;...C.

THEOREM 4. 2. Let E, e, 8 and Ao be as in Theorem 4. 1. Let'

A=l~O {[J;.x, x-t;.x] : XEC} UAg•
;'w>l

If A is cl(A) in EXE, then A has following properties:
(i) AocA, cl(D(A»=C and A is closed'
.(ii) A+wI is accretive
(iii) CcR(I+AA) for A>O such t.hat Aw<l

(iv) ,C(t); ~~~(I+~Arni fo~ all xEC.

Proof. Clearly AocA, D(A) cC, CcR(I+M) for all A>O. and
A is closed. For xEC, (3.1), (3.2) imply that Hm J;.x=x, and hence

. llO '

cl(D(A» =C.
Our next step is to prove ~hat A +wI is accretive. 'Let e>0 be given

and define integers {nt} by O<T=ntt+at,O~at<t. Then from (3.3)
and (3.4), we have, for all x,zEC and w;;;;O (if w<O, put w=-w
with w'>O),

2(T;at) (J;,.tX-X, J(J;..tX - z»
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and
2T-;t-(J;.X-X, J(J;.x-z»

2T::;e2OlT IIJ;.x-zI12-IIJ;.x-8(T)z) 112+_;t_~'

Consequently, it follows that

~ (J;.x-x, J(J;.x-z» +2( z-8~T)z, J(J;.x-z»)

::; ( e2WTi 1 ) IIJ;.x-zI12+ 2; . (4.1)

Thus, if we take z=J{,. rX' in (4.1), then, by letting T l 0, we have

~ (J;.x-x, J(J;.x-J/lx'» - ~ (J/lx' -x', J (J;.x-J/lx'»

::; 2wIIJ;.x-J/lx'1I2,
and hence

(; (x-J;.x) +wJ;.x- ~ (x' -J/lx') -wJI'x', J(J;.x-Jl'x') ) 2:0. (4.2)

On the one hand, if we take z=x'ED(Ao) in (4.1), then, by letting
T ~ 0, we have

~ (J;.x-x, J(J;.x-x'» +2 (Aox', J(J;.x-x»

::; 2wIlJ;.x-x' 11 2

and hence

( ~ (x-J;.x) +wJ;.x-Aox' -wx', J(J;.x-x'») 2:0. (4.3)

On the other hand, if x, x' E D(Ao) , then we have
(8(t)x-8(t)x', J(x-x'» ::;ewtllx-x'11 2

and hence

(8(t);-x _ S(t)~'-x', J(x-x'»)::; eOlt;ll1x_x'lIz.

Letting t ~ 0, we have
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(Aox+wx-Aox' ..,-wx', J(x-x'» ~O. ' (4.4)
Therefore we conclude from (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) that A+wI IS

accretive. ,__ __ _ _ '
Finally we complete the proof of the theorem by showing (iv).
To this end, let xED(Ao) and consider u{t) =S(t)x. Then the

function t--)ou (t) is locally Lipschitzian on [0, 00), and hence differen
tiable a. e. on [0, 00). Thus we have duidt+Aou=O a. e. on [0, 00y.
From this fact,

d~~) +.f.l,~(t}30 a: e.on [0,00).

On the other hand, by Theorem 2. 1, A generates a continuous semigroup
S of type w via the exponential formula (2. 3). On the other hand,
by Theorem 2.2, we have. fer all.xED(Ao), u(t) =S(t)x because xE
D(A) and u(t) is a strong solution of du(t)ldt+Au(t) 30. Therefore
forallxED(Ao), we have S(t)x=S(t)x. Thus, by continuity, S=
S. This cmnpJetes the proof.

.. . -. ~
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